
 

Report To The Area Planning Committee Report No. 1 

Date of Meeting 12/06/2014 

Application Number 13/05423/FUL 

Site Address Land at Longcross 
Zeals 
Warminster 
BA126LJ 

Proposal Change of use to HGV Trailer Storage, form new vehicular 
and pedestrian access 

Applicant Boyes Transport Limited 

Town/Parish Council ZEALS 

Ward MERE 

Grid Ref 378792  132151 

Type of application Full Planning 

Case Officer  Andrew Bidwell 
 
 

Reason for the application being considered by Committee: The ward member  
Cllr Jeans has called in the application due to the significant local interest in the 
proposal and the appeals site history. 
 
1.Purpose of Report 

 
To consider the above application and the recommendation of the  
Area Development Manager that planning permission be Granted subject to 
conditions and a Section 106 agreement. 
 
2. Site Description 
 
The site consists of agricultural land adjacent to the C380 Zeals to Mere road, to the 

east of Zeals village in the small hamlet of Longcross. The C380 is the former A303 

(taking traffic from London to the south west), and the current A303 is now further to 

the south. 

In planning terms the site is considered to be in the countryside. It also forms part of 

the Cranborne Chase and West Wiltshire Downs Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty 

(AONB). 

3. Planning History  
 
S/2010/0784 
refused 

change use of land from agricultural to hgv trailer storage, form 
new vehicular and pedestrian access and relocation layby 

23/07/10 
Appeal Dismissed 06/05/11 
 
 
S/2009/0014 

 
change use of land from agricultural to hgv trailer storage and 



Refused 
30/06/09 
Appealdismissed 
14/10/09 

new vehicular access and relocation of layby 

 
S/2009/0107 
Refused 
20/03/09 

 
retain fertiliser store and water store 

 
S/2008/0341 
Refused 
11/04/08 

 
a concrete pad for agricultural use two tanks to be placed on pad 
one for liquid fertiliser the other for water access off old a303 
(retrospective) 

 
S/2007/1961 
Withdrawn 
 

 
change of use for hgv trailer storage and provision of new access 
and laying out of 15 trailer spaces and new permeable surface 
and fencing 

On the 
adjoining land 

 

 
S/2012/0472         
Approved 
06/06/2012 
 
S/2004/0759 

erection of temporary modular building for use as a pre-school 
facility, including landscaping works and fencing 
 
 
community indoor bowling building to serve county communities 

Approved 
16/07/04 
 
S/2003/2195 

 
community indoor bowling building to serve county communities 

Refused 
17/02/04 
 
S/2001/2305 

 
 
 
parking for 6 lorries mainly at weekends and light storage 

Refused  
14/02/02 

4. Proposal 

Proposed change of use of land from agricultural to HGV trailer storage, formation of 

new vehicular and pedestrian access, Landscaping, Fencing and associated works 

on land at Long Cross, Zeals. 

5. Planning Policy - including 
 

Adopted Salisbury District Local Plan saved policies, including the following 
saved policies listed in Appendix C, of the Adopted South Wiltshire Core 
Strategy: 
 
G1 (Sustainable development) 
G2 (General policies) 
C2 (Development in the open countryside) 



C4 & C5 (Development within the Area of Outstanding 
Natural Beauty)  
 

Adopted South Wiltshire Core Strategy:  

Strategic Objective 8:  transport choices 
 
Applying the Spatial Strategy to the Mere Community Area 
 
Government Guidance: 
National Planning Policy Framework March 2012 

 

6. Planning Issues 
 

• The principle of development 
• The impact on the Cranborne Chase and West Wiltshire Downs Area of 

Outstanding Natural Beauty -Landscape, considerations 

• Highways – access/parking 

• Business / Economy 

• Archaeology 

• Amenities of nearby property 

• Drainage 

• Other issues - Appeals 
 
7. Consultations 
 
Zeals Parish Council 
The parish council has provided a full letter setting out its reasons for rejection of the 
proposal. The full letter in which the Parish Council states, it is, once again, not able 
to support this application and recommends that Wiltshire Planners similarly reject it, 
is attached as Appendix 1. 
 
Landscape Officer 
No objections 
 
Highways  
No highway objection to this application subject to conditions being imposed 
 
Bourton Parish Council – summary:  
Can’t support such a plan and strongly object to the planning application made by 
Boyes Transport. The Council also maintain the view that should the applicant be 
successful BPC considers that the villages of Bourton and Zeals could be protected 
from additional traffic if the proposed site access was designed in order to physically 
prevent any traffic leaving the site from turning right (westwards) to Bourton and that 
there would be no left turn onto the site. 
 
Highways Agency 
The agency is content that the proposals will not have a detrimental effect on the 
strategic road network. On this basis the agency has no objections. 
 
 



Archaeology 
No objections – conditions should be imposed 
 
Economic development / growth office  
Support the proposal. 
 
8. Publicity 
 
The application was advertised by site notice posted 5/11/13 and by letter to 
neighbours. The following replies have been received: 
 
Support 
 
13 letters of support have been received raising the following issues: 
 
Noise will not be an issue as the 4 lanes of traffic on the A303 is already generating 
noise greater than any likely from the proposal 
 
The site is surrounded by fields that are worked using farming machinery - so no 
different - there are no close neighbours to be affected 
 
Can’t see how the proposal would be visually imposing, the site is currently a mess 
and a waste of useable land 
 
Other local businesses are far more imposing than this would be 
 
Other businesses operate without problems much closer to residential property 
 
The nursery currently has far more vehicle movements than this proposal would 
 
Nursery is more visually prominent than this proposal will be 
 
Much easier for Lorries to access this site than St Martins business park further in 
the settlement 
 
People who live in Zeals rely on this company for employment 
 
The company employs local drivers keeping employment local 
 
Site is on the outskirts of Zeals and drivers do not need to drive through Zeals 
 
Don’t see why people should not be able to live and work in Zeals 
 
The site is ideal, out of any residential area, the A303  main trunking road is just 
yards away and the size and access meets all health and safety criteria it would tick 
all of VOSA’s requirements securing the job security and future of Boyes Transport. 
 
The land is conveniently situated right on the A303, it has ample space to 
manoeuvre and leave trailers and the entrance and exit is spacious for safe passage 
 



Nursery in particular are concerned with the arrival and departure times of the trailers 
and just to reiterate the trailers will arrive after 6 pm on a Friday and be gone by 7 
am on a Monday.  These timings wouldn’t affect the nursery after all. 
Additionally a petition in support of the proposal has been received with 18 
signatures. 
  
Objections 
 
18 letters objecting to the proposal have been received raising the following issues; 
 
Proposal will cause light and noise pollution 
 
No guarantee that lorries will not arrive outside of agreed hours 
 
Proposal will be a disaster for Zeals 
 
Site it still situated within an AONB and its change of use would be at variance with 
the Wiltshire Core Strategy   
 
Proposal will not bring any economic benefit to Zeals, let alone Long Cross 
 
Applicants have not demonstrated there are no alternative sites 
 
Proposal should be rejected as not suitable for heavy traffic use 
 
Continued applications are insulting 
 
Use conflicts with the day nursery use 
 
Access to and from the site is poor 
 
Proposal will have a negative impact on the local economy and local B&B business 
no assurance can be given that unused lorries will not return to their base during the 
week or indeed that lorries not owned by Boyes Transport will use the site for 
overnight storage during the week.  
 
There would be nothing to stop Tractor units being parked overnight. 
 
This application is for an activity totally unsuited to this quiet rural environment 
 
Very concerned that the HGV's will journey through Zeals and Bourton, causing 
noise, traffic problems, danger to residents, and disturbance to properties 
 
Harm to the AONB is not outweighed by any benefits from the proposal. 
 
Insufficient information provided re change of use thus, Object ion noise grounds 
 
A petition against the proposal on access safety grounds has been received from 
Leaping Frogs Day Nursery. The petition contains 44 signatures  
 



9. Planning Considerations 
 
Principle of Development: 
 
The site is located within open countryside and the Cranborne Chase and West 
Wiltshire Downs Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty beyond any development 
boundary, where planning policies are restrictive of new development. Policy C2 
makes clear that development in the countryside will be strictly limited and will not be 
permitted unless it would benefit the local economy and maintain or enhance the 
environment. 
 
The site is within the Mere Community Area of the South Wiltshire Core Strategy 
(SWCS). The SWCS explains that ‘within these Community Areas the approach is 
to plan as far as possible for self-contained settlements. This means focusing 
growth around settlements with a range of facilities, where local housing, service 
and employment needs can be met in a sustainable manner.’ 
 
The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) sets out the Government’s 
planning policies for England and how these are expected to be applied and is a 
material consideration in planning decisions. 
 
The NPPF explains that the purpose of the planning system is to contribute to the 
achievement of sustainable development of which there are three dimensions 
(economic, social and environmental). The planning system should ensure that 
sufficient land of the right type is available in the right places and contribute to 
protecting and enhancing the natural, built and historic environment. 
 
In particular, paragraph 115 of the NPPF states that ‘great weight should be 
given to conserving landscape and scenic beauty in Areas of Outstanding 
Natural Beauty’. 
 
The NPPF does not change the statutory status of the development plan as the 
starting point for decision making and where proposed development conflicts with 
an up-to-date local plan, it should be refused, unless material considerations 
indicate otherwise (for example whether there were significant benefits from the 
proposal that would outweigh the impact to the countryside and the AONB). 
This site is considered to be a previously developed site but, for many years has 
been in basic agricultural use. Planning permission was granted for an indoor 
bowling building on the site next door under planning application reference 
S/2004/0749 but, a day nursery use is now being carried on at the site. 
 
An appeal against the refusal of planning permission S/2009/0014 on the site for an 
application for a change of use to HGV trailer storage was dismissed by the inspector 
and is a material consideration to this application. The inspector’s report is attached 
at appendix 2.  
 
A second application (S/2010/0784) was also refused and then dismissed at appeal. 
In both these appeals the inspector sited (amongst other things) the impact of the 
proposal on the rural setting of the area as a detrimental aspect of the application. 
This decision is also attached at Appendix 3 
   



Whilst the site is located in a rural setting, it is nonetheless very close to the Mere / 
Zeals exit of the A303 and is sandwiched between two non agricultural uses. These 
are the Day Nursery on land to the East and an established Agricultural contractors 
type business to the west. 
 
Whilst giving due material weight to the historic appeal decisions, when having 
regard to the particular site characteristics, (particularly in this case the linkages to 
the A303), and the fact that the site has existing commercial development both 
sides, the site is considered to be in a location where appropriate development 
should not be resisted as a matter of principle. 
 
The impact on the Cranborne Chase and West Wiltshire Downs Area of 

Outstanding Natural Beauty - Landscape, considerations: 

 
In summary, the AONB office has conferred the view that “the introduction of this 
industrial use to the AONB would neither conserve nor enhance the natural beauty 
of the AONB and therefore fails to meet the basic criteria for sustainable 
development within the AONB. Mr Brimble stresses the sustainable development 
thread in the NPPF but does not recognise that Paragraph 14, Footnote 9, 
provides an exception to the presumption in favour of sustainable development for 
AONBs and similar protected sites. In any case, the AONB is of the opinion 
that the proposed development is not sustainable. 
 
There appears to be nothing new in the proposal to alter the view that the 
previous proposals were inappropriate for the AONB and hence this is an 
inappropriate proposal”. 
 
However, the councils landscape architect has considered this proposal and has 
provided extensive comments. These are set out as follows: 
 
The site is located on the edge of Cranborne Chase and West Wiltshire Downs Area 
of Outstanding Beauty and lies to the east of Zeals. It is bounded by existing 
vegetation, hedgerows and trees, and an offsite plantation to the north. Immediately 
to the west and east of the site is a former depot and a nursery school. To the south 
lies the old main road (now the C380) and beyond this the dual carriageway of the 
(new) A303.  
 
Two landscape reports have been submitted with the application. The first, a 
Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment (LVIA) completed in March 2010, for a 
former application for a similar development slightly larger than the current proposal. 
The overall assessment found the development to be of slight significance in terms 
of landscape and visual effects. There is an error in the LVIA, the overall visual 
sensitivity (page 26) is assessed as medium. However the matrix (page 28) records 
sensitivity as ‘low’ which reduces the overall significance. In fact the overall 
significance of visual effects should be moderate not slight. 
 
The second report is an appraisal of the first LVIA in the context of the new 
guidelines published by the Landscape Institute and IEMA (GLIVA 3rd Edition). 
Needless to say the assessment reached the same conclusions for this lesser 
development and the error was carried through so I should reiterate that visual 



effects will be moderately significant not slight. The reason that the significance for 
visual effects is enhanced (c.f. landscape effects) is that there are some high 
sensitivity residential receptors, although these views are seen within the context of 
the former depot 
 
In terms of landscape character the LVIA has demonstrated that there will be no far 
reaching effects beyond the site. All existing perimeter planting, save the new 
entrance, will be retained. While there will be a change of character from an area of 
scrub to a hardstand for trailer storage with new fence and gate, the existing 
boundary and landscape features are retained so externally this change will not be 
perceptible except at the entrance. Furthermore as there is development either side 
of the site it will not be introducing a completely new and isolated change in 
character. Enhancement to landscape character will be provided by new native 
planting along the inside perimeter of the site. The application contains no 
information with regard to lighting proposals and it is considered that the applicant 
should not use lighting in a site that is only occupied at the weekend. Although there 
is a loss of local tranquillity from noise pollution due to the proximity of the A303, a 
dark site would help protect against intrusion from light pollution at least. 
 
In visual terms the site has the capacity to accommodate change by the virtue of its 
enclosure. There will be no perceivable change to any important views or skylines 
although there will be a new entrance to the site which will alter the local visual 
amenity when viewed from the C380. Additional planting to low perimeter bunds will 
strengthen the boundaries further filtering views and will ensure that the site is not 
dependant on offsite planting to provide a visual screen. Activity on site is limited to 
dropping off containers on Friday and collection on Monday so for the most part the 
site will be empty or static, and this lack of movement further helps to reduce any 
perceived visual effects. 
 
In conclusion it is considered that the submitted application complies with the 
emerging Core Strategy Policy CP51 Landscape, that requires development 
proposals to consider conserving landscape character and where possible should be 
‘enhanced through sensitive design, landscape mitigation and enhancement 
measures’. I also find that there are no significant effects arising from the proposed 
development that are harmful to the countryside, the landscape character or intrinsic 
scenic beauty of the AONB. 
 
On balance, whilst the commentary of the inspector in the appeal decisions for the 
previous proposals does relate specifically to landscape issues identifying concerns, 
The council has to consider all relevant material planning considerations on a case 
by case basis. In this regard, given the expert opinion of the Councils own 
Landscape Architect which clearly does not oppose the application on visual impacts 
on the countryside setting on the edge of the AONB grounds, it is not considered 
appropriate to oppose the application in this regard. 
 
Conditions will be imposed including those to secure details of planting 
implementation, maintenance, tree protection and fencing. 
 
 



Highways – access Issues / Lorries / Section 106: 

The Wiltshire highways officer has been consulted and is satisfied that the traffic 
generated by this proposal will not cause undue problems on the adjoining highways.  
A new access is proposed and it will be necessary for the existing access to be 
stopped up upon completion of this.  This can be covered by a suitable condition.  
Adequate visibility is available at the proposed access. 
 
In general highways safety and access terms therefore, there are no objections to 
this proposal on highways safety grounds. 
 
The concerns regarding road and traffic conflict and safety raised by neighbours and 
the Day Nursery are particularly noted but, in the absence of any highways 
objections or evidence that the proposal would be dangerous, it is not considered 
reasonable to oppose the application in this behalf. 
 
Much concern is centred on a perception of impact from lorry traffic using the site 
and in particular, travelling west through the villages of Zeals and Bourton and so on. 
The ability to do this is not what is being applied for here and the application is clear 
that it will not be necessary for lorries to travel through the villages west, and in any 
event will not be using the site other than for very limited periods between specific 
predetermined times. The times will be limited to collection of the trailers on Monday 
morning and their return on Friday evening. As such the trailers will be moved on 
and off the site on only two occasions per week and no tractor units will remain on 
site for the remainder of the time. It is therefore difficult to foresee how this limited 
amount of movement per week is likely to cause any demonstrable harm or 
unreasonable disturbance to the adjoining uses and the immediate neighbours.  
 
Furthermore, it is worth noting that – as far as can be ascertained - the established 
agricultural type contractors business adjoining the west of the site is not restricted in 
terms of its vehicle movements. Agricultural vehicles and lorries if necessary can 
access this site at any time and can travel in any direction they chose. There are 
very few – if any – weight restrictions to access through Zeals and Bourton probably 
due to the fact that the road in question is wide for most of its length being formerly 
part of the old A303. It is not a small village road. 
 
Furthermore, from a planning policy point of view, through adopted policy the council 
would normally seek were possible to support existing rural business who wished to 
expand into adjoining sites to grow the business. Whilst such things cannot be pre-
judged, the council may find such a proposal to expand from the existing businesses 
- either side - difficult to resist and it is considered that the impacts of such on the 
immediate area are likely to be no less significant than with this proposal. 
 
On the matter of lorry travel to and from the site, the application is clear that this 
would only be via the A303 junction. However, significant concern has been raised 
regarding this matter and how – it is claimed - this is not likely to happen in reality. 
Whilst the applicants past compliance with operating licences - also claimed to have 
been breached -  is not a material planning consideration, the concerns raised are 
nonetheless considered to be relevant and have been taken into account in order to 
manage public concern.  



The location beside the A303 is clearly a key deciding factor for the company 
wanting to locate on the site, and agreement has been reached with the applicants to 
negotiate a section 106 legal agreement with a “lorry routing” agreement integral to 
it. This agreement will clearly identify routes that can be taken and be subject to a 
plan that illustrates “Barred” routes. Such agreements are not un-common and the 
council has negotiated similar agreements elsewhere in the general area recently. 
Moreover it is not unusual when using such agreements for the Parish Council to be 
involved in the detail and monitoring of the agreement and this case would be no 
exception. 
 
Business / Economy Issues: 
 
Enterprise Wiltshire has set a strategic vision for Wiltshire (detailed in the Wiltshire 
Economic Strategy 2012-2015), it comments on the general economic resilience of 
Wiltshire over recent years, however,  areas of concern have been identified that 
must be addressed in order to maintain that resilience. It is imperative that Wiltshire 
creates the right environment for sustainable economic growth. In order to mitigate 
the impact of on-going economic uncertainty internationally and nationally, 
Enterprise Wiltshire has set a strategic vision for Wiltshire, which builds on the 
resilience of the economy and will develop its strengths into the medium to long 
term. The intention is to create 4,500 new jobs and safeguard a further 6,000 jobs 
(2012-2015) through focusing on the retention and growth of indigenous businesses, 
while supporting inward investment.  
 
Wiltshire’s Core Strategy Submission Document states that employment 
development in Wiltshire should seek to improve the retention of workers within the 
county. This application proposal supports this statement and will importantly retain 
what will be a Wiltshire business and the local employment it creates as well as 
developing Swindon and Wiltshire as an excellent location for businesses to develop 
and thrive. 
 
Located within the strategic transport corridor of the A303, Boyes Transport employs 
approx 24 people and currently operates on a site that is considered by them as 
inadequate for their purposes of running a transportation business. As outlined 
above a key priority for Wiltshire is creating a resilient, sustainable and competitive 
economy, with a focus on creating and safeguarding jobs. This proposal accords 
with some of the stated priorities, providing much needed expansion space for the 
business, enabling it to grow, safeguard jobs, and importantly retain the businesses’ 
operation in the County. It also supports the LEP priority of stimulating economic 
growth. Direct jobs can be expected to have a further impact on the local economy 
through a multiplier effect. 
 
If this business is unable to expand on this site, they may have to locate elsewhere 
or consider ceasing operations which could both lead to the relocation or loss of 24 
full-time employees.  
 
This application will allow Boyes Transport to expand and retain their operation in 

Wiltshire?  



In summary, from an economic development perspective, there is an imperative to 
support this business appropriately so that they are able to continue to locate their 
business within the county, and ensure that any unnecessary constraints to business 
expansion are avoided. 
 
Archaeology Issues: 
 
This site is of archaeological interest as it forms part of the Zeals airfield, a World 
War II airfield built in 1941.  The site contains at least one structure, probably a 
pillbox, associated with the airfield.  Structures such as this are heritage assets. 
 
The NPPF (and previously the now superseded Planning Policy Statement 5) states 
that an application should describe the significance of heritage assets affected by an 
application.  NPPF policy 128 states that ‘Where a site on which development is 
proposed includes or has the potential to include heritage assets with archaeological 
interest, local planning authorities should require developers to submit an 
appropriate desk-based assessment and, where necessary, a field evaluation.’ The 
new footprint of impact appears to be restricted to the new extension.  I therefore do 
not consider that a field evaluation is necessary. 
 
The NPPF also says:  141.  Local planning authorities should make information 
about the significance of the historic environment gathered as part of plan-making or 
development management publicly accessible.  They should also require developers 
to record and advance understanding of the significance of any heritage assets to be 
lost (wholly or in part) in a manner proportionate to their importance and the impact, 
and to make this evidence (and any archive generated) publicly accessible.  
However, the ability to record evidence of our past should not be a factor in deciding 
whether such loss should be permitted. 
 
It would be preferable for the pillbox, and any other structures which may be present 
on this site, to be preserved and managed. The layout plan shows the Pill Box to be 
located on the west edge of the red line site. As such it should be possible to retain it 
in situ. However, if permission is granted and the development cannot take place 
without removal of the structure(s), then a programme of archaeological recording 
should take place in advance of any works. Suitable conditions will be imposed. 
 
Amenities of nearby property: 
 
Consideration has been given to the impact of the proposal on nearby residential 
dwellings. The nearest properties are to the south west of the site, including Long 
Cross Cottages. Conditions could be imposed to limit the impacts of the proposal 
from noise and disturbance (outside of certain hours).  
 
It was not considered that the impact on nearby properties should form a reason for 
refusal previously, and this was not a matter that the Inspector considered should 
justify dismissal of the appeals. It is therefore considered that (other than in terms of 
traffic movements, see above) the proposal would not conflict with Local Plan policy 
G2. 
 



Whilst concerns have again been raised regarding disturbance from noise, light and 
visual amenity in this proposal, for the reasons set out above, and in the absence of 
any evidence of harm, there are no objections in these regards. Furthermore it is 
worth noting that the agricultural contractors business has lighting which has not – as 
far as can be ascertained – caused problems and the relatively recently approved 
day nursery application did include significant lighting which was found to be 
acceptable by the council. 
 
Drainage: 
 
The applicants design and access statement confirms that the site will be surfaced 
with a permeable covering allowing surface water to soak through. The site is on 
underlying Green sand and thus this approach to drainage is considered to be 
acceptable. Wessex Water have been consulted and have made no comments in 
this regard. 
 
Other issues 
 
The applicants agents have provided further information to address the concerns 
and issues raised following the previous appeal decisions and initial consultation 
period. Member’s attention is drawn to the further information which, is in the form of 
a letter attached to this report as appendix 4.  
 
Barrister – letter received 
 
A letter of objection to the proposal has been received which is also attached to this 
report at Appendix 5. This letter is from a barrister which - in summary - refers to the 
matters regarding the councils ability to (amongst other things) refuse to determine 
the application as a result of the appeals history. It is the view of the case officer that 
this letter requires careful consideration due (amongst other things) to the 
significance of the source of this letter. Legal advice has been sought and an update 
will be given at the meeting. 
 
10. Conclusion 
 
On balance, whilst it is clear that this proposal remains to be controversial locally, the 
specific details relating to this proposal including the proposed landscaping, the 
reduced site area, the safe access and close proximity to the A303, and the section 
106 “lorry Routeing” agreement, the proposal is considered to be in general 
accordance with relevant planning policy. 
 
Furthermore in combination with appropriate planning conditions including a 
condition controlling hours during which the site can be in use, the proposal is not 
likely to cause any demonstrable environmental harm adversely affecting neighbour 
amenity or other matters of acknowledged importance. As such the proposal is 
considered to be acceptable from a Town & Country Planning point of view.  
 
 
 
 



Recommendation 
 
To delegate to the Area Development Manager to approve planning permission 
subject to the signing of a section 106 agreement to include a Lorry routeing 
agreement, and subject to the following conditions: 
 
1. The development hereby permitted shall be begun before the expiration of three 
years from the date of this permission. 
 
REASON:  To comply with the provisions of Section 91 of the Town and Country 
Planning Act 1990 as amended by the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 
2004. 
 
2. No development shall commence on site until details of the design, external 
appearance and decorative finish of all railings, fences, gates, walls, bollards and 
other means of enclosure have been submitted to and approved in writing by the 
Local Planning Authority.  Development shall be carried out in accordance with the 
approved details prior to the development being first brought into use. 
 
REASON:  In the interests of visual amenity and the character and appearance of 
the area. 
 
3. No development shall commence on site until details of the stopping up of all 
existing accesses, both pedestrian and vehicular, have been submitted to and 
approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. That stopping up shall take 
place in accordance with the approved details within one month of the opening of the 
new access. After that time the sole means of vehicular and pedestrian access to the 
development shall be as shown on the plans hereby approved. 
 
REASON: In the interests of highway safety. 
 
4. No development shall commence on site until a scheme of hard and soft landscaping 
has been submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority, the 
details of which shall include:- 
 

• location and current canopy spread of all existing trees and hedgerows on the 
land; 

• full details of any to be retained, together with measures for their protection in 
the course of development; 

• a detailed planting specification showing all plant species, supply and planting 
sizes and planting densities;  

• finished levels and contours;  

• means of enclosure;  

• car park layouts;  

• other vehicle and pedestrian access and circulation areas;  

• all hard and soft surfacing materials;  

• proposed and existing functional services above and below ground (e.g. 
drainage, power, communications, cables, pipelines etc indicating lines, 
manholes, supports etc);  



• retained historic landscape features and proposed restoration, where 
relevant. 

• All shall be planted in accordance with BS3936 (Parts 1 and 4), BS4043 
and BS4428 

 
REASON: To ensure a satisfactory landscaped setting for the development and the 
protection of existing important landscape features. 
 
Landscaping To Be Carried Out & Maintained 
 
5. All soft landscaping comprised in the approved details of landscaping shall be 
carried out in the first planting and seeding season following the first occupation of 
the building(s) or the completion of the development whichever is the sooner;  All 
shrubs, trees and hedge planting shall be maintained free from weeds and shall be 
protected from damage by vermin and stock. Any trees or plants which, within a 
period of five years, die, are removed, or become seriously damaged or diseased 
shall be replaced in the next planting season with others of a similar size and 
species, unless otherwise agreed in writing by the local planning authority.  All hard 
landscaping shall also be carried out in accordance with the approved details prior to 
the occupation of any part of the development or in accordance with a programme to 
be agreed in writing with the Local Planning Authority. 
 
REASON: To ensure a satisfactory landscaped setting for the development and the 
protection of existing important landscape features. 
 
6. No development shall commence within the area indicated (proposed 
development site) until: 
  

• A written programme of archaeological investigation, which should include on-
site work and off-site work such as the analysis, publishing and archiving of 
the results, has been submitted to and approved by the Local Planning 
Authority; and 

• The approved programme of archaeological work has been carried out in 
accordance with the approved details.  

 
REASON:  To enable the recording of any matters of archaeological interest. 
Further Recommendations:  The work should be conducted by a professional 
recognised archaeological contractor in accordance with the written scheme of 
investigation agreed by this office and there will be a financial implication for the 
applicant. 
 
7. No external lighting shall be installed on site until plans showing the type of light 
appliance, the height and position of fitting, illumination levels and light spillage in 
accordance with the appropriate Environmental Zone standards set out by the 
Institute of Lighting Engineers in their publication “Guidance Notes for the Reduction 
of Obtrusive Light” (ILE, 2005)”, have been submitted to and approved in writing by 
the Local Planning Authority.  The approved lighting shall be installed and shall be 
maintained in accordance with the approved details and no additional external 
lighting shall be installed.  



REASON: In the interests of the amenities of the area and to minimise unnecessary 
light spillage above and outside the development site 
 
8.The manoeuvring Delivery and collection of trailers in connection with the use 
hereby permitted shall only take place between the hours of 06:00 and 07:30 in the 
morning and 18:00 and 19:30 in the evening) from Mondays to Fridays.  The use 
shall not take place at any time on Sundays and Bank or Public Holidays. 
 
REASON:  To ensure the creation/retention of an environment free from intrusive 
levels of noise and activity in the interests of the amenity of the area. 
 
9. The development hereby approved shall be carried out in accordance with the 
following list of documents and plans: 
 

• Design & Access Statement, Dated October 2013, received 25/10/13 

• Landscape & Visual Impact Assessment, Dated March 2010, received 
25/10/13 

• Report on Landscape Character & Visual Implications of Planning 
Submission, Dated October 2013, received 25/10/13 

• Plan ref No: 995/PL1 “Application Site – As existing Plan” Dated 8th October 
2013, received 25/10/13 

• Plan ref No: 995/PL3 “Proposals Plan” Dated 10th October 2013, received 
25/10/13 

• Plan ref No: 08 079 – 7, Revision F “Location Plan” Dated 11/11/2008, 
received 25/10/13 

 
Reason: In the interest of clarity 
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Appendix 1 - Zeals Parish Council letter 

 

Zeals Parish Council 
Chairman: Mr C Spencer. Search Farm, Stourton. Warminster, Wiltshire BA12 6QQ 

 

Clerk to the Council: Mr P.Knott. Garden Cottage, Stalbridge Weston, 

                      Sturminster Newton. Dorset DT10 2LA  

 

 

21
st
 November 2013 

 

Mr Andrew Bidwell 

Development Services  

Wiltshire Council  

PO Box 2281 

Salisbury 

SP2 2HX 

 

Dear Mr Bidwell 

 

Planning Application Number 13/05423/FUL Proposed HGV Lorry Park Zeals  
 

This application differs little from the two previous applications, both refused by the 

Wiltshire Council and the Appeals Inspectors. The application or the circumstances 

surrounding the application have not materially changed except in one significantly regard. 

 

After much deliberation by the planners, jumping through hoops by the applicant and full 

support from the village, Leaping Frogs Nursery were granted temporary planning consent 

for a pre-school on the adjacent site to this application. Granting permanent permission for 

the storage of trailers on the adjoining site would be wholly inconsistent and incompatible on 

safety grounds for children and parents many of whom have to walk past the proposed lorry 

entrance on foot.  We herewith consider both this and the previous appeals separately. 

 

The decisions taken by the Appeals Inspectors following consideration of the two previous 

appeals should again stand in this case for the following currently highly relevant reasons- 

 

1.  The site is located within an AONB. Relevant Wiltshire Core Strategy policies include: 
Policy C2- Development in the countryside will be strictly limited and will not be 

permitted unless it would benefit the local economy and maintain or enhance the 

environment. 

Policy C4 - Within the Cranborne Chase and West Wiltshire Downs Area of 

Outstanding National Beauty development will not be permitted if it would harm the 

natural beauty of the landscape. 

Policy C5 - Within the Cranborne Chase and West Wiltshire Downs Area of 

Outstanding Natural Beauty small scale development proposals will only be permitted 

where they are in accordance with the policies of this Local Plan and provided that: 

the siting and scale of development are sympathetic with the landscape of the AONB 

in general and of the particular locality, and standards of landscaping and design are 

high, using materials which are appropriate to the locality and reflect the character of 

the area. 



 

2. The proposed development will totally change the character and appearance of the site, 
previously used exclusively for agricultural purposes in keeping with the surrounding 

area. 

 

3. 16 HGV trailers, with tractor units entering and leaving the site will have a significant 
impact on nearby properties and surrounding area.  

 

4. Assurances have been given that lorries will not return to the site during the week, or use 
the site for overnight storage or parking for tractor units. Inclusion of an undertaking 

restricting usage of the site for overnight storage or parking for tractor units in a Section 

106 Agreement would provide some reassurance but there will be no means of 

enforcement.  

 

5. The site is located within the small, quiet hamlet of Longcross, with eight residential 
properties and a bed and breakfast business in close proximity. Sixteen HGV trailers 

being moved by tractor units will have a serious impact on local noise levels for nearby 

properties, will impact on the resale value of these properties and affect the viability of 

the established business. 

 

6. The application states that vehicle movements will only take place on Monday mornings 
and Friday afternoons. Whilst an undertaking from Boyes Transport to this effect and that 

their lorries will not drive through the villages of Zeals and Bourton, supported by the 

Section 106 Agreement, could be entered into there is no means of enforcement.  

 

7. The local community will receive no economic benefit from the application whatsoever. 
 

8. The applicant’s representatives at the PC meeting were unable to give any assurance that 
their trailers are always empty. These would be a magnet to thieves and high powered 

security lighting required 

 

9. The applicant would no doubt want to install other high level floodlighting to assist with 
vehicle movements after dark.  This would be very conspicuous & intrusive to the 

neighbouring properties and the pre-school.. 

 

10. The applicant could produce no evidence of a Sequential Site Search to demonstrate that 
they had made efforts to locate a suitable site NOT within an AONB. 

 

 

Much emphasis is placed by the applicant in the establishment, just over a year ago, of 

Leaping Frogs Nursery and Pre-School on an adjacent site to that of this application.  This 

site was granted permission to be expressly used for the purposes of a pre-school by Wiltshire 

Planners. Its quiet rural location is considered a safe, secure and ideal location for the 

education of young children. The site was formerly a Wiltshire Council owned and run Picnic 

Site but was disused and derelict.  It was a nuisance and a liability to Zeals Parish Council.  It 

now provides good rental income to the parish. Therefore the following are considered highly 

relevant to this application:- 

 



1. The Pre-School is very successful enterprise, providing employment to twelve 
local people, a much-needed service to the local community and is currently 

being used by 140 families from the surrounding area. 

 

2. The proposed trailer park, if it was to proceed, would have a significant impact on 
this recently established business.  This would be a major loss to the local villages 

and affect the viability of Whitesheet Primary School in Zeals. 

 

3. The application by Leaping Frogs was massively supported by the local 
community – the proposed trailer park is not supported at all. 

 

4. At the insistence of Wiltshire Planners the planning permission for the adjoining 
site, for the Pre-School, was only for a period of five years, with mobile buildings 

providing the accommodation. No permanent buildings have been or can be 

erected.    

 

5. At peak early morning and late afternoon periods up to 50 vehicles can be on 
site at the Pre-School, delivering or collecting children, at the same time as 

HGV vehicles are entering or exiting through an access immediately next to 

the one for the Pre-School. 

 

6. Many parents walk their children to the Pre-School from Zeals village centre.  
They would have to walk across the trailer park entrance in the path of the 

lorries coming and going. 

 

For all of these above reasons this Parish Council is, once again, not able to support this 

application and recommends that Wiltshire Planners similarly reject it. 

Yours faithfully  

 

John Wigg 

Chairman Zeals PC Planning Committee  
 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Appendix 2 - Appeal decision letter Ref:  APP/Y3940/A/09/2108677 
 

 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 



Appendix 3 - Appeal decision letter Ref:  APP/Y3940/A/10/2139273 
 

 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 



Appendix 4 – Applicants further information letter 
 

 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 



Appendix 5 – Letter from Barrister 
 

Regarding the Boyes Transport, Zeals - Planning application 13/05423/FU for a Lorry 

Trailer Park: 

The points to be considered are:  

1. 

a.    There is a requirement for Boyes to show a significant change of     

circumstances, requiring the extraordinary step of setting aside two Inspectors 

decisions. 

b.       The school consent is not such a change in circumstances.  It is site specific 

in that it is, by definition, serving the immediate locality and there is no other site 

available, as in the planning decision. 

c.        In contrast a haulage depot is wholly contrary to the AONB principles and 

ethos.  It would have to be exceptional circumstances and the schools consent 

cannot amount to that.  The school is its own exceptional circumstances – you 

cannot have a trend of exceptional circumstances, because of course they are 

not then exceptional. 

d.       The difference between the school and the depot is that the school has to 

be local to serve the children, whereas the haulage interest can be served 

anywhere within say 50 miles, on an appropriate location such as an industrial 

estate.   

e.        The only justification appears to be ownership by the proposed developer.  

That is nothing like good enough. 

  

2.       There is nothing in the material which gainsays the Inspectors approach in 2009, which 

states that: 

a.         The application is a “Fundamental and wholesale adverse change to rural 

appearance” (2009 decision para 4).  The 2013 ANOB report confirms this. 

b.       The attempted mitigation by planting is not good enough (ibid para 5).  For 

the avoidance of doubt, the smaller site makes no difference. 

 

3.       The Design and Access statement claims this is part of the rural economy. 

a.          The empty container park is in no way relevant to the Zeals economy.   

b.       The Company is a transportable use which does not depend on close 

proximity to Zeals agriculture or other matter to function.   

c.        To claim some form of special need, Boyes should have set out their search 

that has failed. This would include parameters of search – size, location 

requirements in transportation terms (further afield may be nearer their 

market), financing, details of agents instructed for search, details of sites rejected 

and why, etc. 

  



4.        On the basis of these facts and legal considerations the Boyes Application has no                                        

case.  Whilst Zeals Parish Council and Leaping Frogs Kindergarten can make further 

representations, which have already been notified to the Planning Officers, it would 

seem entirely proper to stop the Application before going any further.  

  

  

 

 


